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Room-to-room Lift Systems
Our room-to-room lift systems consist of a room-to-room overhead lift installed 
in a rail system. Room-to-room lifts are portable overhead lifts that can be moved 
between different rail systems depending on when or where they are needed.

Our room-to-room lift systems are exceptionally 
suited for transfers between rooms. A valuable 
investment suitable for both nursing homes and home 
care environments, the lift system makes it easy to 
transfer a patient from one room to another without 

making any modifications to doorway headers. A 
room-to-room system is especially suitable for rooms 
with sliding doors or fire doors, and eliminates the 
need for turntables and rail switches.
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Roomer S makes it easy to transfer a patient 
from one room to another without making 
any modifications to doorways. 

Room-to-room Lift Systems
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Room-to-room transfer without
modifications to doorways
The Roomer S overhead lift is a portable overhead lift 
offering the possibility to transfer a patient from one 
room to another in one single motion without making 
any modifications to doorway headers. Its portability 
ensures that asset investment is greatly reduced as 
the same lift can easily be used in multiple rooms. 
The lift has a weight capacity of 220kg and can be 
used with either a 2, 3 or 4-point suspension.

A comfortable experience
Together with the Human Care sling range the Roo-
mer S offers optimum comfort for the patient. Our 
room-to-room function reduces the number of lifts 
and minimizes strains on both patient and caregiver.

The Roomer S is suitable for rooms with sliding doors 
or fire doors as no modification to the doorway is re-
quired, and eliminates the need for turntables and rail 
switches. It offers soft-start, soft-stop and constant 
lifting speed regardless of patient weight and direc-
tion, making lifting a comfortable experience. Charging 
can be done conveniently through the hand control for 
optimal efficiency. The Roomer S also features a uni-

Technical specifications

Roomer S

que telescoping hanger bar that offers different widths 
in one product to ensure any patient experiences a 
comfortable sitting position.

Lift intelligence
The Roomer S has the possibility to store usage and 
performance data. With our data and service applica-
tion and a PC or tablet device, it lets you find out more 
about the usage and the condition of your lift. Detailed 
information can be viewed directly in the application or 
exported to other media for additional analysis. 

Description Part no. Max Load Dimensions Weight Battery Battery Charger

Roomer S 220 kg incl. lift, charger, charging dock, Europe
Roomer S 220 kg incl. lift, charger, charging dock, Australia
Roomer S 220 kg incl. lift, charger, charging dock, Great Britain
Roomer S 220 kg incl. lift, charger, charging dock, North america
Roomer S 220 kg incl. lift, charger, charging dock, Japan

55300-EU
55300-AU
55300-GB
55300-NA
55300-JP

220kg
(484lbs)

(WxLxH) 
400x160x390mm 
(15.7x6.2x15.4”) 

10.9kg 
(24 lbs)

2,3 Ah 
2x12V

Input 100-
240 V,
AC 50-60 Hz
Output 27,8V, 
0,8A DC

Emergency Lowering Hanger Bar Option IP-class Lifting Distance Lifting Speed

Electronic and 
mechanical

2, 3, 4-point
35, 45 and 55 cm
(13.8”, 17.7” and 
21.7”)

IPX4 (lift)
IPX5 (hand control)

1680mm/66.1 1.8/3m/min
118/70”/min

ROHS-2 approved
Tested and approved  
according to ISO 10535:2006
ETL-listed
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Accessories

2-point hanger bar The 2-point hanger bar for HeliQ stationary lift comes in 4 different widths, 35 
cm (13.8”), 45 cm (17.7”), 55 cm (21.7”) and 60 cm (23.6”).

Part no: 35 cm: 55611
Part no: 45 cm: 54043
Part no: 55 cm: 55612
Part no: 60 cm: 55613

4-point hanger bar 4-point hanger bar for HeliQ stationary lift. Part no: 70800

4-point suspension 4-point suspension accessory (49 cm). Enables 4-point lifting with the Altair 
and Roomer S lifts. The suspension bar is placed on the lift’s single leg hook. 

Part no: 55619

Lift trolley Trolley with wheels for transport of portable lifts between different rooms or 
during storage. The trolley allows storage of the slings and other accessories in 
a convenient basket. 

Part no. 50346

Stretcher The stretcher is light, portable, easy to use and is used together with 4-point 
suspension or 4-point hanger bar. Max weight: 200 kg / 441 lbs. Dimensions  
(L x B x H): 2040 mm(80.3”) x 740 mm(29.1”)x 40 mm(1.6”). Product weight: 
12 kg/26.5 lbs. 

Stretcher: Part no. 50700 

Sheet to the stretcher (sold 
separately) Part no: 50730. 

Scale A medical grade scale approved for weighing patients up to 320 kg / 705.5 lbs. 
The scale is quick and easy to use and compliant with  current EN standards and 
can be used with Altair, HeliQ and Roomer S. 

Part no. 50348

Reacher arm The reacher arm is preferably used when hanging up and taking down Human 
Care portable overhead lifts. The reacher arm connects to the strap that is 
hooked into the trolley, which means that the overhead lift does not have to 
be lifted by the user. The reacher arm is made   of lightweight metal and has a 
length of 60cm (23”).

Part no: 50494


